Heinrich's pyramid theory is one of the most influential theories in accident and incident prevention, especially for industries with high safety requirements. Originally, this theory established a quantitative correlation between major injury accidents, minor injury accidents and no-injury accidents. Nowadays, researchers from different fields of engineering also apply this theory in establishing quantitatively the correlation between accidents and incidents. In this work, on the one hand, we have detected the applicability of this theory by studying incident reports of different severities occurred in air traffic management. On the other hand, we have deepened the analysis of this theory from a qualitative perspective. For this purpose, we have applied the convolution operator in identifying correlations between contributing causes to different incident severities, also known as precursors to accidents, and system failures. The results suggested that system failures are mechanisms by which the causes are manifested. In particular, the same underlying cause can be manifested through different failures which contribute to incidents with different severities. Finally, deriving from this result, an artificial neuronal network model is proposed to recognize future causes and their possible associated incident severities.
Introduction
Heinrich's Pyramid Theory is another influential theory such as the Swiss chess model (SCM) of Reason [1] in safety science. This theory suggests that minimizing the number of incidents with lower levels of severities leads to reducing the number of high severity events, including accidents [2] . According to this theory, a large number of incidents with low consequences, if untreated, would potentially lead to few occurrences with high consequences [3] . Moreover, a progressive increase in minor incidents would lead to a major accident. Whilst some researchers disagree with Heinrich by stating that accidents are caused by poor management systems as the main reason and not by human actions [4] and provide criticism related to the lack of qualitative representation of this theory [5] , the pyramid theory is still widely applied for safety management in different sectors. Kyriakidis et al. [6] have deepened this theory in improving accident precursor monitoring program of railway safety; Golovina et al. [7] have designed an algorithm based on this theory for preventative hazard recognition and control process related to construction safety. Marshall et al. [8] have turned to statistical methods to confirm Heinrich's theory in occupational accidents. For industrial process analysis, Prem et al. [9] have generated safety pyramids based on historical databases of chemical industrial accidents and compared them with Heinrich's pyramid to understand incident occurrence trends.
Particularly, in the aviation sector, Walker [10] has established a risk pyramid with quantitative relation between occurrences, incidents, and accidents based on data registered in black boxes with the purpose of improving flight data monitoring system. Majumdar et al. [11] have applied this theory directly to develop safety indicators using the data of loss of separation (LOS) incidents registered in airspaces of New Zealand and the United Kingdom; however, unlike the quantitative relation considered in Heinrich's pyramid, Nazeri and Lance [12] have applied this theory in looking for a qualitative relation between accidents and incidents through their underlying factors.
Most of these researchers have used big data sources to demonstrate the validity of Heinrich's pyramid theory [8] , and thus show the proportion between occurrences with different levels of severity [12] . Based on this theory, they have established a quantitative relationship between occurrences with their source data. Even Heinrich in [2] postulated that, for each accident with major injury, there were 29 accidents with minor injuries and 300 accidents without injuries. However, both Heinrich and these researchers have not examined the mode of connection or contribution of underlying causes to occurrences with different levels of severity. Such a qualitative relationship is no less important than the quantitative one and it might support us in understanding the stream of causes from a low to a high level of severity.
From this perspective, statistical models that can establish the qualitative relationship between different levels of the pyramid will be advantageous in comprehending the proximity to fatalities [9] . In our previous work [13] , we followed a series of steps in extracting serious incident data for Bayesian Network (BN) construction as well as searching possible scenarios where influential causes contributed to this category of accidents. In our research [14] , we have completed the analysis adding major incidents and updated the BN model providing relations between serious (near accidents) and major incidents, which have been established through the connections between factors and events in different categories of the incident. Thus, one qualitative study related to the connections should be necessary and support us to detect the behaviour of each factor in different categories of incidents, even its associated events. For this reason, we employed the use of convolution operator, one mathematical operator, in filtering [15] and amplifying the information [16] contained in this kind of factors.
Objectives
In our previous work [14] , our results indicated that some causes contribute to different categories of incidents. Their combinations provide potential scenarios leading to an accident in one category of incidents, but not in another. Derivate from this result, we can observe that common factors can be identified connecting different categories of incidents with different contributions. Therefore, the analysis should be deepened in the following points:
• Apply Heinrich's Pyramid Theory in studying air traffic management (ATM) incidents. Based on the results in [13, 14] , it is deduced that a relationship might be established between factors and categories of incidents; such relationship approximates that described by Heinrich's Pyramid Theory concerning causes and levels of severity. In addition, to check whether this theory explains the results obtained in previous papers, we are also interested in knowing if one relationship would be established between causes and different categories of incidents occurring within the ATM system. • Detect correlations between factors and different levels of incident severity. If factors connect between different levels, we need to know what correlation is established between factors and incident severity levels. In this manner, it is possible to study the behaviour of each factor and its mode of contribution or stream within these incidents.
Material
According to ICAO Annex 11 [17] and European Regulation (EU) No. 376/2014 [18] , an incident investigation must be conducted by the local authority and its final report should be published. In Spain, the State Investigation Office has the responsibility of receiving the notification and proceeding with the corresponding investigation. This entity is also in charge of processing the incident data and publishing the final report [19] . Table 1 presents a set of occurrences and categories of all investigated incidents, which occurred in the Spanish ATM system during four consecutive years. Within 31 serious incidents (severity A) and 139 major incidents (severity B), near 50% of them correspond to LOS incidents occurring between aircraft. Focusing on the purpose of this research work, only LOS incidents between commercial aircraft have been considered, resulting in a sample of 87 LOS incident reports in total; 14 serious incidents and 73 major incidents have been analysed. 
Methodology
Steps of the methodology that we have followed during this research work are indicated in Figure 1 . Even though steps 1-6 have been already exhaustively defined in our previous publications [13, 14] , they are summarized below in keeping the contextual connection.
Entropy 2019, 21, 1166 4 of 32 During the last phase, Heinrich's Pyramid Theory is considered in analysing precursors. Regarding Heinrich's Pyramid Theory, factors that contribute to critical incidents, or with a higher severity level, are also present in less critical incidents or lower levels of severity. The application of this theory affords the identification of factors that have been involved in the incidents of severity A and B, and reveal their modes of participation in the incidents. However, this theory provides less qualitative correlation, which indicates the mode of contributing and the connection of these factors within two proximate severities. Consequently, without knowing the detail of this correlation, suitable design of barriers that allow the effective mitigation of events would not be carried out. Therefore, we can deepen the analysis by identifying the factors that chain between severity levels (concatenated factors), and their connectivity behaviours within different categories of incidents The initial phase (steps 1-4) aims to detect causes and failures contributing to LOS serious and major incidents. Data collected from these incident reports are identified as factors and events, which are also denominated as precursors to future accidents. These factors and events can be extracted and codified by standardized methodologies [20] [21] [22] and taxonomies [23] , which have been applied in this process. Factors based on taxonomy can be divided into two groups: descriptive factor (DF) and explanatory factor (EF). Both groups of factors represent causes of failures, meanwhile, events are identified as failures of the system.
In the second phase (step 5) based on the established correlation between factors and events, a BN model can be developed and validated. Moreover, a quantitative cause-effect map can be depicted through the BN model (factors as children nodes and events as parent nodes) and used to recreate scenarios of serious and major LOS incidents. Within the BN model, the likelihoods of factors and events, as well as their strength of the connections, are estimated based on the number of analysed incident reports and collected in the conditional probability table (CPT) [24] .
During the third phase (step 6) the information theory developed from entropy principals is applied to identify the most correlated precursors of serious and major LOS incidents. The mutual information concept is used in quantifying the contribution of causes to these two incident severities and formulated as Equation (1): 
During the last phase, Heinrich's Pyramid Theory is considered in analysing precursors. Regarding Heinrich's Pyramid Theory, factors that contribute to critical incidents, or with a higher severity level, are also present in less critical incidents or lower levels of severity. The application of this theory affords the identification of factors that have been involved in the incidents of severity A and B, and reveal their modes of participation in the incidents. However, this theory provides less qualitative correlation, which indicates the mode of contributing and the connection of these factors within two proximate severities. Consequently, without knowing the detail of this correlation, suitable design of barriers that allow the effective mitigation of events would not be carried out. Therefore, we can deepen the analysis by identifying the factors that chain between severity levels (concatenated factors), and their connectivity behaviours within different categories of incidents caused by them. Hence, Equation (2) of convolution for discrete sets [25] is applied to two sets of incidents with different severities, thereby filtering and amplifying information on factors common to both categories of incidents (step 7).
Equation (2):
where I f and I g are functions of mutual information of two sets of incidents with different and proximate severities. Additionally, according to the commutative property of convolution, I f * I g = I g * I f , the convolution from one set to another presents a symmetrical interpretation. Developing Equation (2), one generic convolution matrix related to the status of mutual information of a factor in two close severities is created as indicated in Table 2 (step 8) . 
Three associated situations of incidents are shown independently of the factor states (columns of the matrix):
i.
Both categories of incidents are in present states;
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The other three situations associated with the status of the factor are shown independently of the incident states (rows of the matrix):
The factor belongs to both incident categories; ii. The factor only belongs to one of both incident categories; iii. The factor is from neither of both incident categories.
Finally, the total number of mutual information that both severities of incidents share by this factor is the sum (I) of these nine components in the convolution matrix. Depending on the result of this sum of mutual information, three cases related to the participation and the behaviour of factors in different incident severities can be discussed (step 9).
Results of Application
As input data, a set of serious and major LOS incidents occurred between commercial aircraft in the Spanish airspace during four consecutive years has been considered (step 1). The analysis of incident reports provides causal-effect paths leading to serious and major LOS (step 2), and precursors that are extracted and attributed to events and factors (step 3). For the purpose of data management, these precursors are registered in a database as mathematical parameters (step 4). Figure 2 illustrates the proposed BN model in this research work. The model is a transformation from the result published in [14] with Heinrich's pyramid theory in consideration (step 5). The CPT of correlation between factors and events is the same as published in [14] and summarized in Appendix A. In addition, accident/incident data reporting (ADREP) codifications of events and descriptive factors implicated in this research work are listed in Appendix B.
Events and factors have been divided into five groups within this BN model: The difference with respect to results represented in [14] is that, after considering Heinrich's pyramid theory, events and factors can be organized and presented in such manner that they are associated with different levels of severity. In other words, with Figure 2 , events and factors in severity A level are common to both incident severities. Meanwhile, events and factors in severity B level are singular from major incidents. From the BN model, the likelihood of each factor is used to estimate its mutual information. Applying Equation (1), we obtain two matrices of mutual information of LOS incidents with severity A and B, M(I) A and M(I) B (step 6) and the sum of their components in each matrix is the mutual information for a particular DF in our validated BN model, I A (DF i ) and I B (DF i ). Applying Equation to both matrices:
. Then the convolution matrix of each DF is calculated and shown in Table 3 (step 8) . 
Moreover, the sum of its components, I(Z, Y) A∩B = z,y I(i, j) A∩B , is the mutual information of each DF in both severity A and B (I_A∩B). As a result, we have three vectors of mutual information for all DFs contributed in the validated BN model: I A (DF 1 , DF 2 , · · · , DF n ), I B (DF 1 , DF 2 , · · · , DF n ) and I A∩B (DF 1 , DF 2 , · · · , DF n ). For facilitating the analysis, each vector is normalized with respect to the sum of all its components.
Regarding the estimated mutual information that measures the participation of common factors in both categories of incidents, the factors can be identified within the following three groups (step 9): Group 9.1. As shown in Figure 3 , all factors have I_A∩B = 0. It means that no mutual information is shared between both severities by the same factor, and these kinds of factors with such characteristics are listed in Table A5 of Appendix C and belong to one category of incidents only. According to Heinrich's pyramid theory, these kinds of factors should be specific to incidents with low severity level, i.e., severity B in this case. Regarding the estimated mutual information that measures the participation of common factors in both categories of incidents, the factors can be identified within the following three groups (step 9): Group 9.1. As shown in Figure 3 , all factors have I_A∩B = 0. It means that no mutual information is shared between both severities by the same factor, and these kinds of factors with such characteristics are listed in Table C1C1 of Appendix C and belong to one category of incidents only. According to Heinrich's pyramid theory, these kinds of factors should be specific to incidents with low severity level, i.e., severity B in this case. However, there are ones listed in Table that belong to incidents of severity A, the high severity level. This singularity exists when the study is limited by the established boundary conditions for our case study:  Incident severity: serious and major incidents are considered;  Incident category: LOS or separation minima infringement (SMI);  Type of flight: limited only to commercial aircraft involved in the incident scenario; 
Operating phase: none of the involved aircraft were operating at the final approach phase or before achieving the second segment of the take-off, as indicated in Figure 4 . However, there are ones listed in Table A6 that belong to incidents of severity A, the high severity level. This singularity exists when the study is limited by the established boundary conditions for our case study:
•
Incident severity: serious and major incidents are considered; Operating phase: none of the involved aircraft were operating at the final approach phase or before achieving the second segment of the take-off, as indicated in Figure 4 . However, there are ones listed in Table that belong to incidents of severity A, the high severity level. This singularity exists when the study is limited by the established boundary conditions for our case study:  Incident severity: serious and major incidents are considered;  Incident category: LOS or separation minima infringement (SMI);  Type of flight: limited only to commercial aircraft involved in the incident scenario; 
Operating phase: none of the involved aircraft were operating at the final approach phase or before achieving the second segment of the take-off, as indicated in Figure 4 . If these boundary conditions are removed, i.e., extending cases studies considering other types of flight like incidents occurred between military and civil aircraft, these factors would be present in incidents of severity B, lower level of severity, regarding Heinrich's Pyramid Theory. Group 9.2. As shown in Figure 5 , all factors listed in Table A7 have I_A∩B → 0. The mutual information shared by factors within all incidents of severity A and B are close to zero. It means that these factors provide a weak connection to both severity levels. If these boundary conditions are removed, i.e., extending cases studies considering other types of flight like incidents occurred between military and civil aircraft, these factors would be present in incidents of severity B, lower level of severity, regarding Heinrich's Pyramid Theory. Group 9.2. As shown in Figure 5 , all factors listed in Table have I_A∩B  0. The mutual information shared by factors within all incidents of severity A and B are close to zero. It means that these factors provide a weak connection to both severity levels. According to the property of Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) [26, 27] , these factors contribute to both severities separately. In other words, they are in present either in severity A incidents or in severity B incidents. This result, checked together with the BN model, shows that all factors are linked to two independent joints of events, such that each joint belongs to one specific category of incidents without intersection with others. For example, if the factor '24010103 Blocked communication' is in the present state, then events '2020300 Communication between pilot and ANS' and '1230000 Communication systems' could be affected. However, the event '2020300 Communication between pilot and ANS belongs to severity A incidents, meanwhile the event '1230000 Communication systems' belongs to severity B incidents only. Group 9.3. As shown in Figure 6 all factors listed in Table contribute to both categories of According to the property of Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) [26, 27] , these factors contribute to both severities separately. In other words, they are in present either in severity A incidents or in severity B incidents. This result, checked together with the BN model, shows that all factors are linked to two independent joints of events, such that each joint belongs to one specific category of incidents without intersection with others. For example, if the factor '24010103 Blocked communication' is in the present state, then events '2020300 Communication between pilot and ANS' and '1230000 Communication systems' could be affected. However, the event '2020300 Communication between pilot and ANS belongs to severity A incidents, meanwhile the event '1230000 Communication systems' belongs to severity B incidents only. Group 9.3. As shown in Figure 6 all factors listed in Table A8 contribute to both categories of incidents through common events. These events leading to either of the two incident categories are manifested, whilst the factors are in the present state. For example, when the factor '24010102 ATC use of readback/hearback error detection' is in the present state, then the events in Table 4 could be affected. Moreover, the mutual information of this factor is higher than others due to its stronger connection to both severities through the event '2020300 Communication between pilot and ANS'. In summary, contribution paths of causes to incidents are performed through events in three paths as indicated in Figure 7 :
i. Causes only belong to severity B incidents contribute exclusively to this category of incidents, then the mutual information of both categories of incidents is zero (I_A∩B = 0);
ii. Common causes belong to incidents of severity A and B can contribute to each category of incidents through the same mechanisms or events. In this case, the mutual information of both categories of incidents is different to zero (I_A∩B ≠ 0);
iii. Common causes belong to incidents of severity A and B and contribute to different categories of incidents through different mechanisms or events. In this case, the mutual information These events leading to either of the two incident categories are manifested, whilst the factors are in the present state. For example, when the factor '24010102 ATC use of readback/hearback error detection' is in the present state, then the events in Table 4 could be affected. Moreover, the mutual information of this factor is higher than others due to its stronger connection to both severities through the event '2020300 Communication between pilot and ANS'. In summary, contribution paths of causes to incidents are performed through events in three paths as indicated in Figure 7 :
Causes only belong to severity B incidents contribute exclusively to this category of incidents, then the mutual information of both categories of incidents is zero (I_A∩B = 0);
ii. Common causes belong to incidents of severity A and B can contribute to each category of incidents through the same mechanisms or events. In this case, the mutual information of both categories of incidents is different to zero (I_A∩B 0); iii. Common causes belong to incidents of severity A and B and contribute to different categories of incidents through different mechanisms or events. In this case, the mutual information of both categories of incidents tends to zero (I_A∩B → 0).
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ANN Model Proposal from the Analysis Result
In addition, based on the analysis results and this reorganization of the BN model, connections between different groups of events and factors provide other interpretations with a tendency to possible applications of neuronal networks. As indicated in Figure 8 , this simple multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) neuronal network consists of three layers:  Input layer, i: shaped by classified groups of factors (xi);  Hidden layer, j: performed by events groups (yj);  Output layer, k: provided by results of incident prediction (Ok). Therefore, the general MLP equation for each layer can be formulated as follows:
Equation (4):
Equation (5):
In Equation (4) and Equation (5), wij and wjk are weight parameters after the convolution for estimated mutual information, depending on the participation of the DF in different incident categories, i.e., if one DF belongs to severity A incident only, then the wij for events of severity B incidents are null (wij = 0); meanwhile xi (input layer) is the estimated likelihood of each DF in the BN model, yj (hidden layer) and Ok (output layer) correspond to the mutual information in the function of xi. Note that bi and bj are bias for additional weight adjustments in neuronal networks. The method of applying Bayesian network to neuronal networks training became popular, researchers like Huang et al. [28] applied this method for foreign exchange rates forecasting, Abdulhai et al. [29] used it for freeway incident detection and Gupta and Schumann [30] implemented it for improving flight control system. 
In addition, based on the analysis results and this reorganization of the BN model, connections between different groups of events and factors provide other interpretations with a tendency to possible applications of neuronal networks. As indicated in Figure 8 , this simple multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) neuronal network consists of three layers:
• Input layer, i: shaped by classified groups of factors (x i ); • Hidden layer, j: performed by events groups (y j ); • Output layer, k: provided by results of incident prediction (O k ).
Therefore, the general MLP equation for each layer can be formulated as follows: Equation (3):
In Equation (4) and Equation (5), w ij and w jk are weight parameters after the convolution for estimated mutual information, depending on the participation of the DF in different incident categories, i.e., if one DF belongs to severity A incident only, then the w ij for events of severity B incidents are null (w ij = 0); meanwhile x i (input layer) is the estimated likelihood of each DF in the BN model, y j (hidden layer) and O k (output layer) correspond to the mutual information in the function of x i . Note that bi and bj are bias for additional weight adjustments in neuronal networks.
controlled. When a factor is located in a possible occurrence, we would know with which event group this factor would be associated and to which incident category it would be contributed. 
Conclusions
In this analysis, Heinrich's Pyramid Theory has been considered as the main approach that allowed the detection of common factors within different levels of severity as well as their relationship. According to this theory, causes detected at high levels of severity are always found at low levels; therefore, these causes are identified as concatenated factors, which contribute to incidents through their pertinent events.
Moreover, we have explored this theory in depth through the analysis of mutual information between both severity levels, and introduced it in refining the contribution of factors to different categories of incidents.
For deepening the analysis, we have selected all LOS incidents of severity A and B that occurred in the Spanish airspace during four consecutive years. The selection of these two joints of incidents has been specified by defined boundary conditions. The equation of convolution for discrete sets is applied in estimating qualitatively the mutual information between these incident joints, and hence the behaviour of factors and their modes of contribution within incidents depending on values of mutual information.
Benefits of the Application
The application of this methodology illustrates how the simple application of the convolution operator to Heinrich's pyramid theory makes clearer the contribution of causes in incidents The method of applying Bayesian network to neuronal networks training became popular, researchers like Huang et al. [28] applied this method for foreign exchange rates forecasting, Abdulhai et al. [29] used it for freeway incident detection and Gupta and Schumann [30] implemented it for improving flight control system.
Unlike other researchers that have used Bayesian network as a data filter for neuronal network training, through this analysis we attempt to show a possible construction of a Bayesian-driven neuronal network model. In this manner, we could have a neural network with its hidden layer controlled. When a factor is located in a possible occurrence, we would know with which event group this factor would be associated and to which incident category it would be contributed.
Conclusions
Benefits of the Application
The application of this methodology illustrates how the simple application of the convolution operator to Heinrich's pyramid theory makes clearer the contribution of causes in incidents occurred due to operational failures. The added value of this technique allows us to detect contributing paths of causes leading to incidents.
Additionally, with the filtration of mutual information calculated within different incident severities, the correlation between causes, failures and incident categories are identified more clearly. We can observe that some common factors (causes) provide common events (failures) and belong to both incident severities. However, from these events, different paths have been separated into two categories of incidents, i.e., with determinate factors, some events only contribute to severity A or B incidents and others contribute to both categories of incidents. In other words, the same causes detected in different categories of incidents can provide different streams through various failures. Consequently, although we know the causes of operational failures, one solution focused on avoiding the failures does not prevent incidents occurring. Indeed, this conclusion could guide us to reassess the design of barriers in avoiding the recurrence of causes.
Limitations of the Application
The proposed methodology presents limitations as follows:
•
Computational limitation: Although one neuronal network model based on the BN approach can be proposed, the number of cases for network learning is limited due to serious and major incidents occurring rarely. • Data limitation: Causes and failures of serious and major incidents are known only from incident reports, or their frequencies of occurrence are partially known. Therefore, data related to their contributions to non-incident operations or incidents with less severity, i.e., minor incidents (severity C), are missed and, consequently, the accuracy of the information theory approach is compromised due to data limitations. • BN model limitation: the model requires continuous updating of data to provide a higher level of reliability and reduce the degree of uncertainty.
Future Work
• The proposed Bayesian-driven neuronal network model is limited to a conceptual design currently. Thus, more cases of serious and major incidents should be analysed and used for model learning.
•
Regarding the computational limitation, minor incidents could be considered to complete the correlation between causes and failures. It might be interesting to check the behaviour of already established contribution paths with this new severity level in consideration. Table A7 . Associated DFs of severity A and B with I_AB → 0.
Appendix A. CPT of Events and Factors for BN Modelling

Descriptive Factor Code Descriptive Factor Description
DF ID DF Belonging to Severity A or B Separately
12232800
Pilot's operation of communication equipment 22080103 ATM's internal coordination of military sectors in the same unit 22100600
Briefing for the hand-over/take-over 23020400 ATC use of clearance procedure 24010103
Blocked communication 24010301
ATC requirement for the acknowledgement of information by the ATCO 24010703 ATC provision of flight information 52020400
Tailwind 52031400
Cloud amount restricting visibility Table A8 . Associated DFs of severity A and B with I > 0.
DF ID DF Shared in Severity A and B
12251800 Pilot's radiotelephony phraseology 12252600
Pilot's air/ground/air communication 22060100
ATM's monitoring of A/C 22080101 ATM's internal coordination of civil sectors in the same unit 22100300
Airspace during the hand-over/take-over 22120100 ATM's strategic planning for conflict detection 22120200 ATM's tactical execution of the conflict detection strategy 22130101 ATM's horizontal conflict resolution by radar vectoring/monitoring 23010300 Clearance procedure 24010101 ATC use of phraseology 24010102 ATC use of readback/hearback error detection 24010604 ATC provision of a short term conflict alert (STCA) warning 25050000 ATM service personnel operating procedures/instructions 27030000 ATC monitoring of sector traffic load
